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Nomenclature for 
Perioperative Cognitive 
Disorders: Comment

To the Editor:

Recently, Evered et al.1 published recommendations 
for a common nomenclature to describe cognitive 

change after anesthesia and surgery. We wholeheartedly 
applaud this effort, which is long overdue, and congratu-
late Evered et al. on the successful completion of this chal-
lenging project that tried to achieve consensus among the 
numerous groups that seek to understand and improve brain 
health after surgery. While we are in agreement with the 
vast majority of the recommendations, we believe that use 
of the term “delayed neurocognitive recovery” to describe 
cognitive decline in the first 30 days after surgery is not 
supported by scientific data and is inappropriate.

First, even though we fully agree that cognition is difficult 
to assess before hospital discharge, as it is often confounded 

by pain and medication, the assumption in the recommen-
dations that recovery is complete in all patients only at 30 
days and perhaps even definitively complete at 30 days is 
altogether arbitrary. The time required for complete recov-
ery is highly dependent on the surgical procedure as well as 
the individual patient, and no studies have established that 
30 days is the point at which recovery is universally com-
plete. The fact that 30-day outcomes are commonly used 
as quality metrics for clinical performance is also irrelevant, 
as medical diagnoses are evidence-based and are not teth-
ered to timelines for quality assessment. Second, the term 
“delayed neurocognitive recovery” is not logically coherent. 
It asserts that all patients will recover, which is certainly not 
true for postoperative cognitive decline (or neurocognitive 
disorders), and thus creates false hope for patients, a concern 
that is as great as the fear of mislabeling patients. Further, 
there is no such parallel in diagnostic medicine. To our 
knowledge, nothing in medicine is diagnosed as “delayed 
recovery.” For example, in cases of reduced kidney function 
after critical illness, recovery of kidney function is expected 
and occurs in a significant percentage of the patients2; how-
ever, the diagnostic term for these patients is “acute kidney 
injury” and never “delayed kidney recovery.” Finally, we 
note that while they sought to align with Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-
5) criteria, the authors acknowledged that use of the term 
“delayed neurocognitive recovery” was the “one departure 
from DSM-5 nomenclature.”

Without a doubt, additional research is needed to delin-
eate the significance of the cognitive changes seen early 
after anesthesia and surgery. However, existing data would 
suggest that the earlier changes seen in a neurocognitive 
testing battery do correlate with more sensitive markers of 
brain function. For example, Default Mode Network func-
tional connectivity assessed by magnetic resonance imag-
ing appears to be altered postoperatively in cardiac surgery 
patients both at rest and during task performance when 
compared to nonsurgical subjects, and these alterations in 
brain network connectivity correlate with cognitive change 
measured by the test battery.3,4 Further, the change in cog-
nitive score at 6 weeks after surgery is significantly associ-
ated with 1-yr activities of daily living and self-reported 
cognitive difficulties.5 Thus, we believe it is inappropriate 
to refer to the early changes detected by a neurocognitive 
testing battery as simply part of the recovery process.

Once again, we are grateful to the Nomenclature 
Consensus Working Group for the enormous effort that 
has gone into creating these recommendations. We wish to 
reinforce that we are in complete agreement with the group 
that neurocognitive testing should be conducted with a 
comprehensive neurocognitive testing battery as opposed 
to a screening test, and only after the patient has been dis-
charged from the hospital. Nonetheless, we believe that the 
term “delayed neurocognitive recovery” is fatally flawed 
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and should be immediately revised as opposed to a prom-
ise of a revision in the next version (4 to 5 yr from now). 
The urgency arises not just from the lack of evidence-based 
support for the term, but also from the fact that journal 
reviewers are already requesting that “delayed neurocog-
nitive recovery” be applied, even to studies designed years 
ago. Unfortunately, it is likely that the National Institutes 
of Health (Bethesda, Maryland) and other funding agencies 
will quickly follow suit and potentially consider postopera-
tive neurocognitive disorders as insignificant, since it would 
merely be a stop on the road to recovery. Moreover, to 
maintain consistency with the DSM-5 and until new studies 
dictate otherwise, we recommend that the proposed frame-
work be revised to state that once the patient is discharged 
from the hospital, the terms “mild or major neurocognitive 
disorders” should apply. Pain scores and medication use at 
follow-up could be evaluated as covariates.
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Nomenclature for 
Perioperative Cognitive 
Disorders: Comment

To the Editor:

“Anybody can treat, but not anybody can diagnose.”1

In “Recommendations for the Nomenclature of Cognitive 
Change Associated with Anesthesia and Surgery-2018,” 

Evered et al.2 fail to acknowledge that perioperative neuro-
cognitive disorder is a diagnosis by exclusion, i.e., “a diagno-
sis that remains after all other differential possibilities have 
been excluded.”1 In reports of perioperative neurocogni-
tive disorder to the present, “differential possibilities” are 
not excluded. Investigators presume, but do not prove, that 
patients with perioperative neurocognitive disorder expe-
rience declines in tests of psychometric performance after 
surgery that do not arise from other neurologic and psychi-
atric diagnoses including stroke, epilepsy, trauma, infection, 
hydrocephalus, intoxication, psychosis, depression, posttrau-
matic stress disorder, and other progressive neurocognitive 
syndromes.3 These disorders prejudice cognitive test results 
in the elderly, and may first become manifest to the patient 
and clinician in the interval between surgery and neuropsy-
chologic test administration 3 and 12 months later. None of 
the articles cited by the authors in their article or in its sup-
plements that attest to the existence of perioperative neuro-
cognitive disorder report evaluations at scheduled intervals 
before surgery, and at 3 and 12 months after surgery by spe-
cialists credentialed to perform comprehensive neurologic 
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